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Importance of choosing the right fence screen material
When it comes to selecting the perfect fence screen material, there are several factors to
consider. The right material can make a significant difference in terms of functionality, durability,
and aesthetics. Whether you're looking to enhance privacy, reduce wind load, provide shade, or
even advertise your business, choosing the right fence screen material is crucial.

One of the primary considerations is the purpose of your fence screen. Are you looking to create
a private area in your backyard, shield your construction site from prying eyes, or promote your
brand at a sports event? Understanding your specific needs will help you narrow down the
options and find the most suitable material.

Another important factor to consider is the climate and environmental conditions in your area. If
you live in a region with strong winds, you'll need a material that can withstand the elements and
reduce wind load on your fence. On the other hand, if you're looking for shade, you'll want a
material that provides adequate coverage from the sun.

Factors to consider when selecting fence screen material
When selecting fence screen material, there are several key factors to keep in mind. These
include durability, visibility, maintenance requirements, and overall aesthetics.

Durability is an essential factor to consider, especially if you're installing the fence screen for
long-term use. You'll want a material that can withstand harsh weather conditions, resist fading,
and remain intact even with regular use. Vinyl and mesh materials are known for their durability
and longevity, making them popular choices for fence screens.

Visibility is another crucial factor to consider, depending on your specific needs. If you're looking
to block the view completely, privacy fence screens made from dense materials will be the best
option. On the other hand, if you're looking to provide a partial barrier while still maintaining
visibility, open weave fabrics or mesh screens may be more suitable.

Maintenance requirements should also be taken into account. Some materials may require
regular cleaning or special care to maintain their appearance and functionality. Consider your
available time and resources for maintenance when selecting a fence screen material.



Lastly, aesthetics play a significant role in the overall appeal of your fence screen. Whether
you're looking for a sleek and professional look for your construction site or a vibrant and
eye-catching design for an advertising display, the material you choose should align with your
desired aesthetics.

Types of fence screen materials - overview
Midwest Cover offers a wide range of fence screen materials, each with its own unique benefits
and applications. Let's take a closer look at some of the options available:

Vinyl fence screens

Vinyl fence screens are a popular choice due to their durability and versatility. They are resistant
to fading, tearing, and cracking, making them ideal for long-term use. Vinyl fence screens are
also available in a variety of colors, allowing you to select one that complements your existing
fence or matches your branding.

One of the main advantages of vinyl fence screens is their ability to provide privacy while still
allowing airflow. This makes them suitable for both residential and commercial applications.
Vinyl screens are also easy to clean, requiring only a simple hose-down to remove any dirt or
debris.

Mesh fence screens

Mesh fence screens are an excellent option for reducing wind load without compromising
visibility. Made from high-quality polyethylene, these screens allow air to pass through while still
providing a barrier against wind, dust, and debris. Mesh screens are commonly used in
construction sites, sports facilities, and outdoor events where wind protection is essential.

Another advantage of mesh fence screens is their lightweight and flexible nature. This makes
them easy to install and remove as needed. Mesh screens are available in various colors and
densities, allowing you to customize the level of privacy and visibility according to your
requirements.

Privacy fence screens

Privacy fence screens are specifically designed to create a secluded and private space. These
screens are made from dense materials such as vinyl or high-density polyethylene, which block
the view completely. Privacy screens are commonly used in residential settings, providing
homeowners with a sense of security and seclusion.

In addition to enhancing privacy, these screens also offer protection from the wind and provide
shade. Privacy fence screens are available in various heights and colors, allowing you to
choose one that matches your existing fence or blends seamlessly with your surroundings.



Windscreen fence screens

Windscreen fence screens are specifically designed to reduce wind load on your fence, making
them ideal for areas with strong winds. These screens are made from durable materials such as
polyethylene or vinyl, which provide a solid barrier against the wind. Windscreen fence screens
are commonly used in sports facilities, construction sites, and outdoor events.

One of the key advantages of windscreen fence screens is their ability to provide wind
protection without compromising visibility. They allow air to pass through while still providing a
barrier against strong gusts. Windscreen fence screens are available in various colors and
densities, allowing you to select one that meets your specific needs.

Printed fence screens

Printed fence screens offer a unique opportunity to advertise your business or promote an
event. These screens are made from high-quality materials that can withstand outdoor
conditions, ensuring your message remains visible and vibrant. Printed fence screens are
commonly used in sports facilities, construction sites, and outdoor events to grab attention and
create brand awareness.

Midwest Cover offers custom printing options, allowing you to showcase your logo, slogan, or
artwork on the fence screen. Whether you're looking for a temporary advertisement or a
long-term branding solution, printed fence screens are an effective and eye-catching way to get
your message across.

Comparison of fence screen materials
To help you make an informed decision, let's compare the key features of the different fence
screen materials offered by Midwest Cover:

Material Durability Visibility Maintenance Aesthetics

Vinyl High Partial Low Versatile

Mesh High Partial Low Functional

Privacy High None Low Secluded

Windscreen High Partial Low Protective

Printed High Custom Low Eye-catching

Based on your specific needs and preferences, you can use this table to determine which fence
screen material is the most suitable for you.



How to install fence screens
Installing fence screens is a straightforward process that can be done by following a few simple
steps. Here's a general guide to help you get started:

● Measure the dimensions of your fence to determine the amount of material needed. It's
important to take accurate measurements to ensure a proper fit.

● Clean the fence surface thoroughly to remove any dirt, dust, or debris. This will ensure
proper adhesion and longevity of the fence screen material.

● Start by attaching the top edge of the screen to the fence, using zip ties or other
fasteners. Make sure the screen is taut and evenly aligned along the fence.

● Gradually work your way down, attaching the screen to the fence at regular intervals.
Use zip ties or fasteners to secure the screen in place, ensuring it is stretched tightly to
avoid sagging.

● Trim any excess material using a sharp utility knife or scissors, ensuring a clean and
neat finish.

● Step back and inspect the fence screen installation to ensure it is properly aligned and
securely attached. Make any necessary adjustments if needed.

● Finally, step back and admire your newly installed fence screen, providing privacy, wind
protection, shade, or advertising space according to your specific needs.

Maintenance and care of fence screens
Proper maintenance and care can significantly extend the lifespan of your fence screens. Here
are a few tips to keep them looking and functioning their best:

● Regularly clean the screens using a mild detergent and a soft brush or sponge. This will
help remove dirt, dust, and debris that can accumulate over time.

● Avoid using abrasive cleaners or harsh chemicals, as they can damage the screen
material and affect its durability.

● Inspect the screens periodically for any signs of wear, tear, or damage. Repair or replace
any damaged sections promptly to prevent further deterioration.

● In areas with strong winds or extreme weather conditions, consider reinforcing the
screens with additional fasteners or support to ensure they remain securely in place.

● If you're using printed fence screens for advertising purposes, periodically check for any
fading or peeling of the printed design. Consider replacing or refreshing the screens as
needed to maintain their visual impact.

By following these simple maintenance tips, you can ensure your fence screens remain in
optimal condition for years to come.

Where to buy fence screens



Midwest Cover is a trusted and reliable source for high-quality fence screen materials. They
offer a wide range of options to meet your specific needs, whether you're looking for privacy,
wind protection, shade, or advertising space.

You can browse their extensive selection of fence screen materials on their website or visit their
physical store if you prefer a hands-on approach. Midwest Cover's knowledgeable staff can
guide you through the selection process, helping you find the perfect material for your
requirements.

Conclusion

Choosing the right fence screen material is essential for achieving your desired outcome.
Whether you need privacy, wind protection, shade, or advertising space, Midwest Cover has a
variety of options to meet your needs. Consider the factors discussed in this comprehensive
guide, such as durability, visibility, maintenance requirements, and aesthetics, to make an
informed decision.

By selecting the right fence screen material, you can enhance the functionality, durability, and
overall appeal of your fence. Trust Midwest Cover's expertise and extensive range of materials
to find the perfect solution for your specific needs. Don't compromise on the quality and
functionality of your fence screen material – let Midwest Cover help you make the right choice.


